
                                

Arigami	  translates	  research	  in	  mul0-‐sensory	  percep0on	  into	  tangible	  end	  to	  end	  solu0ons	  
for	  businesses	  seeking	  to	  create	  and	  deliver	  integrated	  customer	  experiences.

Arigami has been established to combine Art & Science to create a seamless customer 
experience between artistic perception and brain function. The company aims to help brands 
better connect with people vs consumers and believe these human insights deliver brand 
growth. The company delivers end to end and multi-sensory based solutions that solve 
many of the issues faced today by both brick and mortar and ecommerce. The process is 
innovative and exciting using cutting edge neuroscience to deliver deep, accurate and 
unbiased consumer sensory insight.

Arigami are a London based organization dedicated to refining and expanding customer 
multi-sensory experiences in retail. The company has partnered with leading neuroscientists 
and creative masters across numerous disciplines in order to research, implement and 
enhance the fashion retail experience. At the heart of  the new  delivery proposition is a single 
concept – human understanding and sensory perception with no-nonsense science to 
generate purposeful insights. 

Ari Peralta, Arigami founder and award winning strategic marketing expert explains “We 
apply a common-sense approach to fashion retail enriched by science and elevated using 
technology; building a holistic multi-sensory experience worth remembering.”

Ari began his career at Nielsen Media Research (USA) and he has worked at an executive 
level in magazine publishing, philanthropic organizations and founded an award-winning 
clinic in the United States. While transitioning into the world of  fashion, which is a personal 
passion, he began to explore “experiential” and “immersive” retail practices. Following a 
meeting with Dr Melanie Flory, who works in applied neuroscience, he set out on a quest to 
understand current definitions and existing scientific research regarding experiential and 
multi-sensory experiences. 

With the rise of  the “brick & click” movement, Arigami offers a new  opportunity to unlock the 
power of  creative collaboration and science. Endless opportunities exist for brands and 
businesses pursuing an experience worth remembering and Arigami is unfolding new  futures 
in fashion retailing.

www.arigami.co.uk
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